August 23, 2017

Sea of Green Systems Announces
Distribution Agreement with Sublicensee
and Florida's Largest Custom Fertilizer
Dealer
Wedgworth's Inc. Named as Exclusive Distributor in Florida for
CAVISONIX(R) Treated Fertilizers by GCO
STUART, FL -- (Marketwired) -- 08/23/17 -- Sea of Green Systems, Inc. ("SOGS"), a
subsidiary of Ecosphere Technologies, Inc. (OTCQB: ESPH), today announced that its
sublicensee in the agricultural industry, Gulf Coast Organics ("GCO"), has signed an
agreement with Wedgworth's, Inc. ("Wedgworth's"), to be the exclusive distributor in the
State of Florida for its Amp Agronomy™ plant nutritional line. Recognized as Florida's
largest custom fertilizer dealer since 1932, Wedgworth's provides custom blended
agricultural plant nutrient products throughout the State of Florida to help farms grow and
prosper.
CAVISONIX®, developed by SOGS and Ecosphere Technologies, uses ultrasonic
cavitation to treat fertilizers for increased plant availability and was created as a result of
Ecosphere's long-standing history and intellectual property portfolio of treating liquids
using ultrasonic cavitation. After two years of independent lab reports and successful fieldtrials on numerous crops, including watermelons, sod/turf grass, blueberries, corn,
soybeans and more, SOGS is pleased to begin executing on its business model of
licensing its CAVISONIX® technology in the commercial agriculture industry.
CAVISONIX® Features & Benefits include:
Reduced particle size
Reduced surface tension
Increased rate of chelation
Increased solubility
Reduced precipitation
Increased plant availability
Less nutrients required
Increased crop quality, health & yield
Reduced environmental footprint
Launched in 2015 between GCO and Sod Solutions, Inc. ("Sod Solutions"), an
international turf grass and research firm, Amp Agronomy™ is a product line of specialty
fertilizers designed to maximize agriculture products and yields using SOGS proprietary

CAVISONIX® technology. Marketed by the partnership under the Amp Agronomy™ and
Catalyst Technology™ trademarks, Amp Agronomy™ represents a complete line of foliar
products and programs available to fit a wide variety of crops.
"As leaders in the Florida farming industry, selecting Wedgworth's as our exclusive
distributor in the state was a perfect fit for Amp Agronomy™," said Patrick Chapman,
President of GCO.
Corey McGuire, Chief Executive Officer of Sea of Green Systems stated, "We are excited
to announce the relationships that have been developed over the past three years with
world-class partners, such as GCO, Sod Solutions and now Wedgworth's. This
announcement marks the beginning of a series of partnerships that will be formed over the
coming years to improve the way fertilizers are delivered to crops throughout the world."
To read the original announcement from Amp Agronomy™, please visit:
http://www.businesswire.com/news/home/20170809005635/en/Wedgworth's-NamedExclusive-Distributor-Florida-Amp-Agronomy
About Sea of Green Systems, Inc.
Sea of Green Systems, Inc. ("SOGS"), a subsidiary of Ecosphere Technologies, Inc.
(OTCQB: ESPH), develops proprietary equipment, lighting and fertilizer solutions for the
Precision Agriculture industry. From automated growing equipment and high-intensity LED
lighting solutions to our proprietary CAVISONIX® technology that reduces fertilizer particle
sizes for more efficient uptake and nutritional delivery to crops, SOGS is transforming the
way plants are grown using unique, science-backed solutions.
For more information, please visit: www.seaofgreensystems.com
About Amp Agronomy
GCO, a full service green industry supplier, in partnership withSod Solutions, Inc., an
international turf grass research and development company, launched Amp Agronomy™
in 2015. Amp Agronomy™ is a product line of specialty fertilizers designed to maximize
agriculture products and yields. Enhanced with Catalyst Technology™, Amp Agronomy™,
is a foliar nutritional line using nano size nutrients for faster plant uptake.
For more information, please visit: www.ampagronomy.com
About Wedgworth's, Inc.
Wedgworth's Inc. provides custom blended agricultural plant nutrient products to help
Florida farms grow and prosper. As the state's largest custom fertilizer dealer, the plant in
Moore Haven produces 200,000 tons of custom blended fertilizer products to farms
throughout Florida per year. Since Wedgworth Farms and Wedgworth's Inc. inception in
1932, the family owned and operated business has initiated countless innovations,
growing methodologies and new technologies that make Florida agriculture more efficient
and productive. Recognizing the value of the State's natural resources, the Wedgworth
businesses are devout stewards of the land and water and are dedicated to preserve
these natural resources for generations to come.
For more information, please visit: www.wedgworth.com

About Ecosphere Technologies
Ecosphere Technologies, Inc. (OTCQB: ESPH) is a technology development and
intellectual property licensing company that develops environmental solutions for global
water, energy, industrial and agricultural markets. We help industry increase production,
reduce costs, and protect the environment through a portfolio of unique, patented
technologies: technologies like Ozonix® , Cavisonix®, the Ecos PowerCube® and the Ecos
GrowCube™, which are available for sale, as well as exclusive and nonexclusive licensing
opportunities across a wide range of industries and applications throughout the world.
The Ecosphere technologies and products are available through multiple brands and
subsidiaries that include Sea of Green Systems, Ecosphere Development Company and
Fidelity National Environmental Solutions.
For more information, please visit www.EcosphereTech.com
For investor related inquiries or to stay informed of news and events, join Ecosphere's
email list by visiting us at https://ir.stockpr.com/ecospheretech/request-information.
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